
Rule 10

Method of Scoring



TOPICS

� Method of winning
� Definition of a goal
� When a goal is not scored
� Outside interference
� The winner is…
� What referees do



METHOD OF WINNING

� Rule 10 defines the only method by 
which a match is won or tied.

� No variation is authorized.
� The team scoring the greater number 

of  goals during the match is the 
winner.  

� If  both teams score an equal number 
of goals, or if no goals are scored, 
the match is drawn.



DEFINITION OF A GOAL

� A goal is scored when the whole ball 
has:
� Crossed the goal line,
� Between the uprights (goalposts),
� Under the crossbar.
� Provided that no infringement of the 

Rules of the Game has been committed 
previously by the team scoring the goal.

� And it was propelled in a legal manner.
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WHAT’S A GOAL?  AND WHAT’S NOT?



EXCEPTIONS

� A goal cannot be scored directly 
from:
� An indirect free kick  (IFK)
� Any free kick into your own goal
� A throw-in



*except in the goal area
Dropped ball where contact was made

OUTSIDE INTERFERENCE

� If the ball is prevented from passing 
over the goal line by an “outside 
agent”

� A spectator
� An animal
� Another ball
� Any other thing



THE WINNER IS...

� The team scoring the most goals 
during the match is the winner

� Referee never decides the winner 



REVIEW

� How is the winner determined?
� The team scoring more goals wins

� Is a goal scored if a team kicks a free 
kick into their own goal?
� No, restart with corner kick

� Is a goal scored if the ball goes into 
their opponents goal on a throw-in?
� No, restart with goal kick



REVIEW

� State an example of a ball that is “not 
legally propelled” into the goal.
� From Indirect Free Kick
� From own Free Kick
� From throw-in

� Can a goal be awarded if it is 
stopped on the way to the goal by an 
outside agent?
� No, restart with dropped ball


